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Clifty Creek Natural Area

The Clifty Creek Natural Area is home to Clifty Creek and a natural bridge. It is maintained by the Missouri Department of Conservation. Clifty Creek flows through a small canyon in places. The
Clifty Creek Natural Bridge is an amazing creation of nature and
spans a small tributary of Clifty Creek. Photographers can enjoy
scenic pictures no matter what the season of year. Some families
enjoy viewing and hiking the area during mild winter months as
brush and undergrowth
are minimal.
The Clifty Creek Natural Bridge was formed
when Little Clifty
Creek, a tributary of
Clifty Creek, undercut a
drainage divide and was
pirated by Clifty Creek.
It is likely that a cave or
joint (fracture) in the
Clifty Creek’s natural bridge in rock originally served as
summer. Submitted
a shortcut under the
rocky ridge and was later enlarged to form the natural bridge. It
also appears that the same rocky ridge was once home to another
natural bridge just downstream. Those who climb atop the ridge
and walk in the downstream direction will notice that the ridge ends
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abruptly at a steep drop off with large boulders below. These boulders are likely the remains of another natural bridge that has since
collapsed.
Directions - To
Clifty
Creek:
From I-44 take
exit 163 Dixon.
From this point,
head north on
Hwy. 28 past
Dixon, MO and
turn right onto
Hwy. W, which is
approximately 13
miles north of the
Clifty natural bridge in spring. Submitted
Hwy. 28/1-44 interchange. Follow Hwy. W until it turns to gravel and proceed around
a mile past the parking lot for the Clifty Creek Conservation Area,
which is on the left. After passing under large power lines, pull over
near a fire road that has been blocked by several small, short
wooden posts and some large rocks. This access point, located on
the left side of the road, is the shortest trail to Clifty Hollow and its
natural bridge. It is quite rugged and strenuous by Missouri stan(Continued on next page.)
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